INTERPOL’S ACTIVITIES AGAINST ILLICIT DRUG TRAFFICKING
CRIMES ARE INCREASINGLY INTERNATIONAL AND CONNECTED
192 MEMBER COUNTRIES CONNECTED THROUGH A SECURE NETWORK
PROVIDING POLICING EXPERTISE AND CAPABILITIES IN SUPPORT OF THREE CRIME PROGRAMMES
INTERPOL
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REAL-TIME ACCESS TO CRITICAL CRIMINAL DATA
DAY AND NIGHT

INTERPOL
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WANTED PERSONS
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MISSING PERSONS
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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UNIDENTIFIED BODIES
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WARNINGS AND INTELLIGENCE
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IMMINENT THREAT
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MODUS OPERANDI

INTERPOL–UN SECURITY COUNCIL SPECIAL NOTICE
ENTITIES AND INDIVIDUALS SUBJECT TO UNSC SANCTIONS
ORGANIZED AND EMERGING CRIME

TARGETING AND DISRUPTING INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL NETWORKS
BY IDENTIFYING, ANALYSING AND RESPONDING TO EMERGING CRIMINAL THREATS

INTERPOL
INTERPOL’S ACTION STREAMS

- Identification of criminals
- Travel and mobility
- Illicit financial flows
- Chemicals and precursors
- Means of transportation
Main projects

- Project **FORTALEZA**
- Project **CRIMJUST & AIRCOP** – Cocaine Route Programme
- Project **AMEAP** (Africa, Middle East, Asia Pacific) against illicit drug trafficking
INTERPOL’s Project Fortaleza which supports countries in Latin America fight the most dangerous and ruthless organized crime syndicates involved in large scale drug trafficking and other criminal activities.
CRIMJUST – Cocaine Route Programme

Addressing cocaine trafficking from Latin America though Africa to Europe, enhancing police and prosecutorial capabilities

* Ghana, Cape Verde, Guinée Bissau, Nigeria
* Panama, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Colombia
UNODC Project AIRCOP
(Airport Communication Project)
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Joint teams
PROJECT AMEAP
Supported by the United Arab Emirates and INTERPOL’s Foundation for a Safer World

AFRICA

MIDDLE EAST

ASIA PACIFIC
TRAINING AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TO MEMBER COUNTRIES
Our capabilities for your benefit
RELIEF:
Presence of toolmark traces on the surface of pressed drugs

Heroin

Cocaïne

Methamphetamine

Tablets
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF PROJECT AMEAP

LIONFISH GLOBAL OPERATION ON ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES AND DRUGS

17 SEPTEMBER - 8 OCTOBER 2018
Activities on topical issues

CRIMINAL NETWORKS TRAINING
Nadi, Fiji, 7-9 May 2018

PROYECTO CRIMJUST
Grupo de trabajo sobre el narcotráfico en la aviación general en la región andina
Salta, Argentina, 19-21 de Junio 2018

FENTANYL OFFICER SAFETY AND AWARENESS SEMINAR
Lyon, France, 11-12 June 2018

ILICIT DRUG TRADE
Thank you